SOLUTIONS FOR SAP

Contract Management
Making sense of complex contracts to
maximize profit and reduce leakage

SOLUTIONS FOR SAP
Pricing, rebate, incentive and royalty contracts

all managed in one place
Companies that move the right products
at the right prices, on the right terms and
conditions are the ones that thrive. However,
administering contracts for pricing, claim and
incentive programs can be time consuming
and cumbersome. Manual data entry and
disparate processes generate tedious work
and unnecessary errors. Not to mention they
hinder contract management, from negotiation
to settlement, which can cost manufacturers
money and damage their relationships with
contract organizations.

■■ Build Strategic Intelligence

With powerful contract revenue, expense
simulations and customer performance analysis
tools

■■ Improved Visibility

By centralizing and streamlining all contract
management processes within SAP

■■ Act Fast

Improve productivity by approving contracts
through email, auditing approvals, changes and
attachments

Automated
processes
to
streamline contract management

Vistex’s contract management solution
provides the visibility and automation to
protect margins, support sales and finance, and satisfy
auditors by allowing offers and contracts to be built
from financial models of eligibility, pricing, rebates,
incentives, royalties and financial components. No
other solution supports your Go-to-Market contracts
like Vistex solutions.

Making complex and varied contracts more simple with effective

Contract Management
A synchronized, enterprise-wide pricing
and contract management system

The complexity of contracts across the full
breadth of Go-to-Market programs, products and
special pricing agreements can be staggering.
Vistex’s contract management solution enables
the effective measurement and management of
contract commitments, with a full audit trail for
regulatory compliance. With visibility into the
history of contract changes, supporting documents
and gross-to-net profitability, your business can
accurately manage all contract types. Even a small
variance in claims, pricing, rebates, incentives or
royalties can result in significant overpayments your
business cannot afford.

Flexible, fast and powerful contract
management
Accurate,
up-to-date
contract
terms and pricing is essential to
successfully take products
to market. Easy access to
relevant information
in a single place
drives swift
action,

ensuring contracts are approved quickly and
product is shipped out on time. Accelerate the
process by automatically converting winning bids
into executable contracts and improve productivity
by approving contracts through email, auditing
approvals, changes and attachments. Manufacturers
also gain the ability to streamline the process by
removing time-wasting barriers between business
units.
Rigid processes often make adapting contracts to
the evolving needs of the organization challenging.
Vistex contract management solution enables
highly configurable contract development and
management to support diverse customer terms
and conditions, as well as countless products and
special pricing scenarios. With a comprehensive
view of contracts, manufacturers have the
knowledge to harmonize pricing guidelines,
company policies and contract terms across
the enterprise, and the flexibility to manage
any type of program easily.
With powerful contract revenue, expense
simulations and customer performance
analysis tools your business can build strategic
intelligence and optimized price and
incentive guidelines for greater
contract adoption and
utilization.

Contract Management

Real Solutions

■■Serves as a single point of entry with access to all
contracts between manufacturers and contract
organizations
■■Provides visibility into true gross-to-net profitability
■■Manages changes, contract review and audit approvals
■■Supports the effective measurement and management
of all contract commitments
■■Tracks the history of all contract changes to ensure
auditability and regulatory compliance
■■Offers robust capabilities for negotiating contract terms
and conditions
■■Removes barriers and improves contract creation and
execution
■■Automates processes to streamline contract
management and reduce errors from initiation to
settlement

Real Benefits

About Vistex
Software

Services

On-Premise

In Cloud

Solutions for SAP
Innovative solution extensions for SAP software.
SAP resells these applications under the following names:

SAP Incentive Administration by Vistex
SAP Paybacks and Chargebacks by Vistex

SAP Incentive Administration by Vistex for SAP S/4HANA
SAP Paybacks and Chargebacks by Vistex for SAP S/4HANA

About Vistex®
Vistex provides enterprises with solutions that manage pricing, incentive, rebate, rights and royalty
and channel programs to enhance business performance while reducing labor and infrastructure
costs. The software and services provided by Vistex are optimized by industry to deliver an end-toend solution for the design, management and administration of the entire spectrum of go-to-market
programs. Enterprises are empowered with unprecedented visibility into program performance,
and gain deeper insights to better enable fact-based decisions that drive revenue, control cost,
minimize leakage, and streamline processes. Vistex Solutions for SAP software utilize the core SAP
ERP and SAP S/4HANA environments to maximize customer investment.
info@vistex.com
www.vistex.com
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